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About This Game

Solstice is a dystopian mystery thriller about small personal disasters that turn into great catastrophes.

A magnificent city in the middle of a frozen wasteland, cut off from the world by raging blizzards. Inhabited only by a small
group of misfits, who either can’t or don’t want to leave for the dead winter season.

When the local madman goes missing, an ambitious doctor on a contract and a mysterious young woman, who arrived with the
last dog sled caravan, start questioning the true nature of the city's splendor...
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Where are the features you have announced Derek Smart. WHERE ARE THEY.

Stay away from this DLC, it is a thing that should be released FOR FREE to the main game as this fixes a couple of bugs, just a
few of them... and they ask 27 euro for this. This is so close to a scam, I have lost so much money having hope that the DEV
will ever repair this game.

But he wont. Few updates in the first couple of months, bloody silence for MANY months after that.

Stay away - this is a broadlight scam.

Well played, "Smart".

EDIT: Smart seems to release some updates for the game lately, but mostly bugfixes. Still not worth its price, where key
features are still not here. Interface is still very, very unintuitive, still a lot of problems.

Might consider changing the review if he finally delivers and fixes this game since the concept itself is briliant, the execution,
not so good.. Do not buy this game right now. Needs to be patched up badly. Poor controls and very, very choppy graphics even
on my high end system no matter what settings you choose. Pretty bad when you can run Batman Arkham knight and Crysis 3
smooth as butter at its highest settings but cant run Toricky. Thats almost laughable when you think about it. I was very
disappointed. Thought this was gonna be a fun little title and it was anything but that. Poorly optimized. I hope you devs are
reading this. Please fix your game quick because if not its gonna set a new record on steam for refunds..... Great Documetary!
Thoroughly enjoyed watching it. While it shares many similarities with Indie Game: The Movie, it is in many ways an updated
version of it. It was a pleasure to see the heart of game devs and how they are actually shaping the industry and experience itself.
This Documentary had a broader stroke to it and shows an experiential evolution that is at the core of many odd-ball games
today.. Seems like a good idea but it falls short in the implementation. The maps are simply too small for the amount of balls
flying around. Capture the Flag in particular is an absolute nightmare due to the necessity of going over to the opponent's side
and back without dying. The hitboxes are also somewhat buggy; I spent a solid 10 seconds walking through and around my flag,
trying to get the game to register that I had scored a point.. As a matter of fact, I believe Tokyo Babel to be the best VN
Available for purchase on steam right now. Obviously, a title like this doesn't come out of nowhere, which is exactly I thought
writing this might be useful.

To begin with, Tokyo Babel is a good representation of everything Chuuni. It has everything from Quotes to Edge and lots of
Action. What might make Tokyo Babel a bit different is how it develops most of its cast through battles. Doing this requires
quite a lot of good writing to make it work, it also means that there is quite a certain bit of talking during those scenes. However,
since all of these battles are to begin with Ideological it makes little sense for them to work and function like normal action
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scenes. In a way this style of writing is what sets Higashide apart from many writers.
Higashide is capable of doing a lot with little text, the only problem with this is that the reader is also required to put some effort
to understand the cast and their conflicts. This is by no means negative for Tokyo Babel, but it means that for each person the
experience will be greatly different.

Reading Tokyo Babel Guarantees you quite a lot of fun, at least 30 hours of fun, On the other hand, what you get once you are
done, with these 30 hours or so, is completely dependent on you, the reader. It's your job to connect the dots and figure most of
the cast inner conflicts. In a way that's extremely rewarding. However, i can understand that it's not completely something
anyone will be comfortable with. Which is why you need to know this prior to reading Tokyo Babel.

Tokyo Babel for the most part contains great character, Awesome Villains who you will never get enough of. Here i have to
mention that technically each and every person in Tokyo Babel is a Villain of sorts. No one fights for the world or for the
Goodness in their hearts for that is a weak reason to live. To Live is to Fight, and to fight you need a reason that is stronger than
anybody and everybody.

In short, Tokyo Babel is Great please buy it.
. I always wanted to buy this game because I saw youtubers playing it with friends.
I have no friends and bought it anyways.. yeah a bit embarrassed i paid so little for this.. very well done game with tought put
into it, if this is where future of VR gaming is goingI'm in!. I'm really liking Lovely Planet Arcade. If the first game controlled
more like Quake, this one is more like old school DOOM or Wolfenstein 3D. They simplified a lot, but they turned up the
puzzle factor a ton. Some enemies will slow down time, others will teleport you to their location, and some will require you to
jump to get over their armor. You have to kill enemies in the right order, the right way, and quickly. The trailer doesn't really do
it justice. I was really worried about the removal of the y-axis and the limited jump, but I feel this game stands on its own. It's
definitely worth the $5 if you're into arcade titles like this. For some reason, they left out the leaderboard. I hope they plan on
patching it in, because I loved comparing my scores with my friends.

Don't buy it if you need a storyline and lots of cutscenes.

Do buy if you're a cool person with some patience. It's fun.. One more game from Google Play on Steam.
It makes me I want puke...
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i like this game but it wont load my screen would go black and I'd have to restart my pc can someone help me pls I barley got to
play it. Truly a wonderful little puzzle game.
In the same vain as Limbo and other such puzzle games, the silent protaganist in a big daunting world, going around solving
puzzles trying to find your way to wherever you're going.
The puzzles are fantastic, the world is pretty and the character is adorable.

Fully worth the money.. My god! Brings back good old memories. :O

On release. 10/10. Crappy asset flip. Contol's poorly. Would be better with mouse control. it's bomberman, what else could you
expect?

Fixed ghosts achievements:
Fixed ghosts achievements. Now empty cubes are determined specifically.. Sudoku3D 2: The Cube Autosave size and
difficalty:
Size and difficalty automatically saved when applied. The next time the game is launched, they will automatically be applied.
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